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Erik Bean 

Associate University Research Chair, Center for 

Leadership & Educational Research 

University of Phoenix 

Candidate Statement 

I was drawn and recruited by the current Leadership Development (LD) MIG 

Chair Elect, Dr. Renee Green. She and I have known each other for one year 

and developed our first piece of scholarship in this category when we were accepted to present our work 

on communicating with millennials in the workplace, the largest segment of all workers now employed. 

These millennials are eager to develop leadership skills that will take them through their career years and 

transform their organizations based on best practices and rigorous research that can help their discipline. 

As a leadership development chair-elect in working with Renee Green, I believe we can proactively build 

more enrollment in our group and shape the leadership development conversation via best practices and 

research that group members create and distribute at ILA conferences, books, and publications. If the 

mission of ILA is to instill the concepts of better leadership, "...promoting a deeper understanding of 

leadership knowledge and practice for the greater good," then nurturing members in the leadership 

development MIG should be one our top priority. We should model the types of leadership development 

best practices that can elicit involvement and scholarly output that can have a lasting impression in the 

field. I believe Dr. Green, myself, and other active LD members can achieve these results during the elect 

year and in further momentum the following year and beyond. 

Background & Qualifications 

As an active member of ILA including working with the LD chair-elect, I have attended the last three 

conferences in Barcelona, Atlanta, and Brussels. I presented a poster in Barcelona on my fellowship study 

in customer experience (CX) leadership and four presentations in Brussels, including one round table and 

three presentation co-authorships, one with the current LD chairelect. I also helped to orchestrate and 

document a meeting between a University of Phoenix doctoral graduate and Retired General David 

Petreaus who spoke at the ILA Brussels conference and met personally to discuss servant leadership in 

the military with my team from the Center of Leadership Studies and Educational Research (CLSER). 

 I was appointed as the Editor of Leadership Perspectives, a new section in the Journal of Leadership 

Studies (JLS) and have created a section that fosters more focus on practitioners as well as the 

development of leadership. My welcome section editorial discusses the nature of leadership and how it 

should be viewed as a significant discipline peer reviewed by the JLS 11 year veteran editor. 

Consequently, my background, experience, and qualifications puts me on a trajectory to help shape the 

dialog of leadership development and to help foster scholarship and best practices in this MIG. 

 My own fellowship research study was published in a peer reviewed journal and as a book chapter with a 

major global book publisher having gone through rigorous peer reviews internationally. I have amassed 

many research projects, best practices, and conceptual pieces each related to leadership and stakeholder 
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involvement. In addition, I have co-authored and continue to advise researchers to see their projects from 

conceptual stages, through presentation and publication. At the most recent ILA Brussels conference I 

presented: 

 • Green, R. & Bean, E. (2017). Millennials and followership – Creating a DIGITAL connection. 

Proceedings of the 2017 International Leadership Association (ILA) 19th Annual Global 

Conference, Leadership in Turbulent Times, (p. 149), Brussels. (Click Here for Crossword 

Millennial Communication Puzzle Challenge Renee Green and I created to accompany our 

presentation for a participant contest and to instill important presentation concepts.)  

• Turner J. & Bean, E. (2017). Servant military leadership can be most effective during unstable 

times. Proceedings of the 2017 International Leadership Association (ILA) 19th Annual Global 

Conference, Leadership in Turbulent Times, (p. 101), Brussels.  

• Bean, E. & Bean, J. (2017). Navigating the successful use of personas in turbulent times. 

Proceedings of the 2017 International Leadership Association (ILA) 19th Annual Global 

Conference, Leadership in Turbulent Times, (p. 74), Brussels. 

 • Bean, J. & Bean, E. (2017). Starbucks social media and business leadership renewal during 

challenging times. Proceedings of the 2017 International Leadership Association (ILA) 19th 

Annual Global Conference, Leadership in Turbulent Times, (p. 126), Brussels.  

Over the past 15 years, Erik also has done significant fund-raising efforts for the Friendship Circle, an 

organization that helps autistic children, is a past member of the advisory board at the American Institute 

of Big Data Professionals and currently serves on the Institute Quality Board for Cleary University, 

Howell, MI. 

Biography 

 Erik Bean is the Associate University Research Chair of The Center for Leadership Studies and 

Educational Research, University of Phoenix. Serving both industry and academia, engagement expert 

Erik Bean is a recognized leader in customer experience strategic planning and measurement and helps 

companies and institutions of all sizes improve both written and visual communications. Erik holds a BS 

in psychology from Grand Valley State University, an MA in journalism from Michigan State University, 

and an Ed.D in educational leadership from University of Phoenix. His research interests include 

immediacy and leadership. He is the author of several peer reviewed books including Social Media 

Writing Lesson Plans (2015) and Rigorous Grading Using Microsoft Word AutoCorrect: Plus Google 

Docs (2014) published by Westphalia Press, Washington, DC and Using WordPress for Writing Projects 

(2014) via Brigantine Media, Compass Division, St. Johnsbury, VT.  

Bean’s most recent book chapter, Benchmark Academy Study Ties Customer Experience to Emotional 

Branding: A University of Phoenix Center for Leadership Studies and Educational Research Assessment 

was published in Driving Customer Appeal Through the Use of Emotional Branding, copyright IGI 

Publishing, (2018), demonstrates how important it is to recognize purposeful customer experience 

leadership needed to foster an emotional connection to products and services. Other recent scholarly 

efforts that show the diversity of topics Erik covers include: 
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 • Rominger, R., Bean, E. & Sussan, F. (2017). Managing Your Scholarly Reputation Score. In J. 

Dron & S. Mishra (Eds.), Proceedings of E-Learn: World Conference on ELearning in Corporate, 

Government, Healthcare, and Higher Education (pp. 662-665). Vancouver, British Columbia, 

Canada: Association for the Advancement of Computing in Education (AACE)  

• Alhamando, M., Sussan, F., and Bean, E. (2017). Leveraging big data to understand digital life. 

Association for Integrity and Responsible Leadership in Economics and Associated Professions. 

AIRLEAP.org, October 14, 2017.  

• Bean, E. (2017). Popular yoga poses aligned to research agenda setting. 2017 GlobalMindED, 

Denver, CO, June 22, 2017.  

• Bean, E. (2017). Documentary investigation of the cultural competence exhibited at an African 

Americanweekly newspaper organization, The Qualitative Report, 8th Annual Conference, Nova 

Southeastern University, Ft. Lauderdale, FL. January 14, 2017.  

Finally, Bean also is an associate professor of humanities at American Public University where he has 

provided leadership in the humanities for the past eight years 

Other 

Member Years: More than 2, less than 5 

Conference Attendance: 1-3 
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Jan Cardwell  

Vice President & Director 

Detroit Campus, University of Phoenix 

Candidate Statement 

 I am interested in the Chair-elect role for Leadership Development. I would 

like to help expand opportunities for leadership development. I have not been 

involved with this group; however, I provide leadership development training 

and believe my ideas align with the ILA’s mission to promote a deeper 

understanding of leadership knowledge and practices by encouraging leadership scholars, fostering 

research, developing new leadership knowledge and increasing worldwide understanding.  Dr. Janice 

Cardwell 

Background & Qualifications 

July 2006 – Present: Campus Vice President/Director/Chief Academic Officer, University of Phoenix, 

Detroit Campus  

2016 – Present: Research Fellow 

April 2014 – Present: Chairwoman of the Board, Matrix Human Services 

2012 – 2014: Chair – Strategic Planning Committee, Matric Human Services 

2002 – 2006: Director/Associate Director/Enrollment Manager, University of Phoenix 

1987 – 2000: Program Coordinator – Federal Welfare to- Work Program, Detroit Public Schools 

Specialized Services 

1984 – 1987: Regional Training Director/Manager, AT&T (Michigan Bell Telephone) 

Skills and Competencies 

 Ability to communicate effectively, both orally and in writing  

 Strong interpersonal skills, ability to work with diverse groups of students and stakeholders 

 Able to work collaboratively and collegially in teams and focus groups 

 Competent with, adult education, training and development pedagogy/andragogy 

 Proficient with education and evaluation research  

 Critical thinker with a research focus on strategies to improve learner motivation. 

 Innovative problem solver with focus on connecting education to careers through  workforce 

skills development 

 

Biography 

Jan Cardwell is a Campus Vice President, Director, Chief Academic Officer,  Board Chair, Board 

Member, Education Researcher, Executive Coach, Dissertation Chair, Associate Faculty, Research 

Fellow, Author, Artist, and Business Owner. She provides all the titles in her bio, to make the point that 

our opportunities and experiences in life are not limited.  
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Jan has thirty plus years’ experience in adult learning, higher education, corporate training, management 

and leadership. She is an innovative thought leader who has launched several innovative projects for 

University of Phoenix - Detroit students, alumni, faculty, and staff. She serves on the University of 

Phoenix National Diversity Council, is a member of the University of Phoenix Women’s Employee 

Resource Group (ERG) and a member of the University of Phoenix African American ERG Steering 

Committee.  

Cardwell is currently Chairwoman of the Board of Directors for Matrix Human Services for over four 

years. She is a Board Member for the Southfield Lathrup Optimist Club, and the Southfield Chamber of 

Commerce. As an Education Researcher, she has presented at several leadership conferences nationally 

and internationally.  As a Dissertation Chair, she mentors doctoral students and teaches classes as 

Associate Faculty for the University of Phoenix. 

 Jan is also a Business Owner. As CEO and Founding Partner of Conceivers LLC, her firm provides 

Empowerment (life) Coaching, Executive Coaching, and Dissertation Coaching services. She is a member 

of the International Coaching Federation (ICF) and the Society for Human Resources Management 

(SHRM). She is Author of her blog "Empower Your Excellence", which is the foundation of her 

professional coaching services. 

She is also an Artist, she paints and creates fashion on canvas under the pseudo name "Jalu 2022". She 

presented her art at the International Leadership Association Women's Conference (June 2017) and at the 

Matrix Human Services Artworks Detroit (October 2017). 

Dr. Cardwell holds a Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) in Education from Capella University, a Master of 

Business Administration (MBA) in Global Management from the University of Phoenix.  She has two 

personal mission statements that she lives by:   

“Don’t search for opportunity in the distance! Recognize it and embrace it - right where you are!” 

(Napoleon Hill).  

 “Life is not about finding yourself. Life is about creating yourself” (George Bernard Shaw). 

Other 

Member Years: 0-2 

Conference Attendance: 1-3 
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Maria Chen 

Principal Consultant 

YMC Consulting, LLC 

Candidate Statement 

I have been a member of ILA for only one year.  I am already impressed by 

the dynamic topics ILA conferences have covered and the great influence 

ILA can make.  As a leadership practitioner and scholar, I would like to be a 

part of the leadership team for the MIG-Leadership Education to continually 

support and advance ILA’s mission. I ask your vote for the next Chair-elect.  

Receiving a higher education is a life changing experience for many learners who seek knowledge, skills, 

and resources. Having studied at both American and Chinese universities and worked with graduates from 

Americas, Asia and Europe provided me a better understanding of the advantages and challenges in each 

region. Higher education institutions may have to step up on their leadership programs to run a more 

globalized operation. As a Chair-elect, I will support members to develop and further any initiatives in 

this regard. 

The key to further cooperation lays to the question: What values and believes each party hold? As I 

shared with the community at the Brussels conference in October, ethical priorities are different from 

region to region and from country to country. The current state of ethical education is a rather silo-

approach that the ethical agenda from the university, the instructor, the learners, the organizations, and the 

society are somewhat independent from each other. As a Chair-elect, I would like to drive the discussion 

and action on building a more integrated ethical education environment, so that to promote more cross 

boarder collaboration. 

I switched my career to higher education after more than twenty years working in the corporate world, 

mostly, Global firms either headquartered or regional headquartered in the US. The experience helps me 

understand the gap between the leadership taught in higher education and the real world’s need. As a 

Chair-elect, I would like to work with other leaders and members to narrow down the gap.  

I am passionate about serving the MIG-Leadership Education. I would be honored to have your support. I 

ask for your vote in the upcoming Chair-elect election. Thank you.       

Background & Qualifications 

Maria is a 53 years old American citizen who has lived in the United States for twenty nine years. She 

was born and raised in Beijing, China, where she also received her BA in accounting degree. In 1988, she 

was recruited as a management trainee by then Chrysler Corporation from China to the US. Since, she 

started her career in the financial field in America.  

She worked as a bookkeeper and an accountant in various firms while earning her MS in accounting. She 

held an internal auditor position for several years before accepting a leadership role as the Head of 

Internal Audit in 1999 at Formosa Plastics USA. Thereafter, she led regional integrations, mergers & 

acquisitions and financial planning & analysis for five years as a Regional Financial Leader for BASF. 
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She studied in the DBA Leadership program of Capella University full time from 2013 to 2015. Before 

her graduation in October 2015, she secured an adjunct professor position at Benedictine University, for 

whom she has been delivering MBA courses for their international MBA programs.  Maria raises and 

lives with her son in New Jersey.  

Experience 

Adjunct Faculty: Benedictine University, International MBA programs, since May 2015 

   St. Thomas University, MSA program, May 2016-May 2017 

    SUNY Canton, international undergraduate program, since January 2017 

 

Researcher:  Capella University, 2013-2015 

 

Business Leader: BASF North America, 2007-2012   

   Formosa Plastics, USA, 1999-2007 

 

Business Advisor: YMC Consulting, LLC, since 2009 

 

 

Qualifications 

 

 ILA member since 2016 

 Participated and presented at both “Women in Leadership” and “Leadership in Turbulent Times” 

conferences 

 Volunteered as a proposal reviewer for both conferences 

 Member of Delta Mu Delta, International Honor Society in Business Administration 

 

Biography 

 

Maria Chen is a leadership expert who works with international business executives and owners on issues 

of leaders, team, and organization effectiveness. In addition to training change agents at client 

organizations, she has led numerous transformational initiatives that resulted in significant financial 

turnarounds. Maria built on her experience in the areas of change management, cross-cultural leadership, 

mergers & acquisitions, integrations, and financial management to serve as a senior leader for Global 100 

companies. 

 

Additionally, Maria teaches Leadership and Ethics, Organizational Behavior, and Financial Management 

to EMBA learners for the International MBA Programs of Benedictine University, Illinois, USA, for 

whom she travels to Vietnam and China to deliver the courses.    

 

Maria has earned a Doctorate of Business Administration in Leadership (2015) from Capella University, 

USA and a M.S. in Accounting from Long Island University, USA.  She received her B.A. in Accounting 

from Capital University of Economics and Business, China. She resides in New Jersey, USA.  

 

Maria is a member of International Leadership Association and Delta Mu Delta.   
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Other 

Member Years: 0-2 

Conference Attendance: 1-3 
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Heather Henderson 

Directory/Faculty, Education 

City University of Seattle 

Candidate Statement 

I have always been involved in education; for over 30 years I was in the K-

12 system and now work in the University setting. As a school system leader 

and a leader within the University of Seattle in Canada, I have focused on 

leadership and leadership development.   

My interest in the Chair-Elect role is to provide a continued vision of support for the ILA and for 

members who are looking to engage further in leadership development within education. I recently 

completed my doctorate and the topic of my dissertation was “Gender Disproportionality in the k-12 

School Superintendent Position”. Through both my research and my expertise, I will be in a position to 

bring hard topics and good discussion to the table. These topics may include gender, race, ethnicity, 

sexual orientation and others as they relate to leadership in education.    

Unfortunately, my involvement with the MIG has been limited; my studies and full time work have 

hampered my attendance at the discussion table. That said, I have been an ILA member since 2014 and I 

do intend to delve deeper into the member interest group and help support and lead the way to even more 

successful outcomes. Please do not take my lack of previous involvement as a fault but rather as an 

extension to research in the field of leadership education. I do believe I live and exemplify the description 

of the Leadership Education, MIG: “A community for educators, professors, and teachers leading 

curricular or co – curricular programs at primary, secondary, and higher education institutions that 

creates opportunities to share curricula, pedagogies, programs, and research about teaching and 

learning”. 

I completely agree with and adhere to the values espoused by the ILA: Inclusion, Impact, Integrity, 

Interconnections, Interdisciplinary, and International Perspectives. These are the values of the 

International Leadership Association (ILA) and “they permeate everything we do, be it our conferences, 

webinars, publications, or member community activities. The world needs better leadership and ILA's 

mission of promoting a deeper understanding of leadership knowledge and practice for the greater good 

aims to make a difference.” I am in complete agreement with and advocate these same values in any 

organization in which I am either a member or a leader.  As well, the ILA has members in 70 countries; 

this excites me as it is important to maintain diversity, diversity in leadership, and brining many voices to 

the table. 

In addition to the mission and goals of the ILA, as well as the values, strategic planning too is vital. As a 

school system leader, this was a key focus of mine. I continue to keep this as a priority as a member of the 

leadership team within my university.   
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I look forward to having the opportunity to work more closely with the ILA in the capacity of MIG 

Leadership Education Char-Elect, Group Chair, and Past-Chair.   

Background and Qualifications 

As a leader within both the K-12 system and in the university, I bring more than 30 years of experience as 

a nominee for the three year commitment to Chair-Elect, Group Chair, and Past-Chair, for the Member 

Interest Group in Leadership Education.  

Within the K-12 environment, I was a school superintendent and director. Within the university realm, I 

am currently a Director for the Education programs in the province of Alberta.  As I hold an EdD and I 

am a certified Executive Coach, I know the value of building and maintaining strong relationships. 

My volunteer work has primarily been in the area of diversity and working with newcomers to my city. I 

continue to find ways to support others. 

Candidate Biography 

Heather Henderson is the Director of the Master of Education programs in Alberta. She has recently 

obtained her Ed.D. in Leadership from City University of Seattle. Prior to working with City University, 

Henderson served in a variety of educational leadership positions from teacher, vice-principal, principal, 

superintendent of curriculum and instruction, interim director of education/assistant director, assistant 

superintendent and deputy superintendent throughout the three provinces of British Columbia, Alberta, 

and Saskatchewan. She has also worked with not for profit as a Senior Program Manager in the Calgary 

Bridge Foundation for Youth – an organization that supports young immigrants and their families as they 

travel their journey to Canadian life. 

All of these experiences and her education have given Henderson the opportunity to understand 

leadership in the 21
st
 Century and how we need to adapt to a new paradigm. 

Other 

Member Years: More than 2, less than 5 

Conference Attendance: 1-3 
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J.W. Bergmann 

Doctoral Candidate, School of Business and Public 

Leadership 

Johnson University 

Candidate Statement 

As a recent participant in the Emerging Scholar Research Consortium 

(ESRC), I was impressed with the level of involvement, guidance, and 

encouragement that each senior scholar provided in review and critique of aspiring scholars’ projects.  

The gracious support of ILA senior scholars left protégés with a deep sense of gratitude and an expanded 

comprehension of possibilities in leadership research.  My involvement in the ESRC inspired a higher 

level of responsibility and personal purpose within the Leadership Scholarship MIG. 

My unique background as leadership practitioner in blue-collar, white-collar, non-profit, and academic 

arenas has provided the opportunity to experience both the benefits of and need for further development 

of leadership scholarship.  In addition, with the vibrant growth of leadership studies in universities and 

advent of leadership theories being introduced, categorized, and subcategorized, the time seems right to 

nurture and capitalize on interdisciplinary relationships.  As chair-elect, my focus will be on cultivation of 

interdisciplinary collaboration and scholarly mentorship as both are paramount in harnessing leadership 

ideas and activating “greater good” research. 

Background and Qualifications 

I am currently in the dissertation phase of a Ph.D. in Leadership studies.  I also have a Master of Arts in 

Organizational Leadership degree.  Throughout my graduate work, the ILA has been a key influence and 

major source of knowledge for my comprehension and growth in leadership scholarship.  Before my 

introduction to leadership scholarship, I learned leadership principles through multiple rites of passage: an 

apprenticeship in thermoplastic moldmaking, the mentorship in finance/stock market, and in perennial 

development of student leaders in two university student organizations.  Learning about leadership 

through first-hand proficiency provides a practical backdrop to my knowledge of leadership scholarship. 

Biography 

I am an intellectual explorer with a focus on the anthropological concept of rites of passage, an avid 

Harley-Davidson and Pittsburgh Steelers enthusiast, and, as a lucky husband and father of eight fantastic 

children between the ages of seven and twenty-two, I am efficient out of necessity. 

Other 

Member Years: More than 2, less than 5 

Conference Attendance: 1-3
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Katherine Friesen 

Graduate Assistant, College of Engineering 

Iowa State University 

Candidate Statement 

My interest in the Chair-elect role for the Leadership Scholarship Member 

Interest Group (MIG) aligns closely with my research interests in the 

evolution of leadership studies as a body of knowledge among disciplines 

applied to and practiced in professions and fields.  The opportunity to work 

with scholars to develop cutting edge research informing our understanding of leadership is important as 

we continue to generate rigorous, relevant scholarship.  This work is important for the evolution of 

leadership studies and its legitimacy in all areas of higher education. 

Upholding rigorous and relevant research in leadership is important.  As the MIG Chair-elect I believe it 

important to provide scholars with information and materials to engage in high-quality scholarship in 

leadership studies.  Additionally, the International Leadership Association (ILA) is valuable for 

convening leadership scholars, educators, and practitioners across the various member interest groups, 

learning communities, and affinity groups.  I value the relationships that have been built among these 

groups and as the MIG Chair-elect, believe that these partnerships can be strengthened by way of the 

Leadership Scholarship MIG.  The MIG can generate conversations about scholarship and practice with 

these other groups, providing easy access to the latest scholarship in leadership.  

I have been involved with ILA since 2012.  I have both contributed to and learned from the ILA 

community and the MIG.  I have served as a proposal reviewer for the Leadership Scholarship MIG.  I 

value the Leadership Scholarship MIG as a place for rigorous and relevant scholarship development, 

enhancing our understanding and practice of leadership.  Running for the Chair-elect position, will allow 

me to further my involvement in the Leadership Scholarship MIG, serving ILA and the MIG with my 

expertise in disciplinary evolution and institutionalism.  

As I think about the future of ILA, I consider its importance to areas of business, politics, education, and 

society.  This is demonstrated through the scholarship produced by researchers in leadership studies and 

the relationship among leadership scholars, practitioners, and educators.  Rigorous scholarship and strong 

relationships across ILA creates a foundation for advancing the study and practice of leadership for a 

global and diverse world, continuing to strengthen ILA as a dynamic, sustainable, global organization. 

Background & Qualifications 

As a leadership educator, I teach leadership theory and practice in areas of individual, group, and 

organizational development in the College of Engineering at Iowa State University.  The innovative and 

problem solving nature of engineering creates change in the world every day, requiring students to 

acquire knowledge and skills needed to engage in the process of leadership for positive social change.  

Keeping current with leadership scholarship is important as students practice, apply, and test what 

knowledge generated through empirical work.  Further, keeping current with leadership scholarship is 

important when articulating the value of leadership studies in higher education.  
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As an emerging scholar, I have experience serving on the editorial review committee for the Journal of 

College Student Development, and as a proposal reviewer for both the ILA and the Association of 

Leadership Educators (ALE).  I completed a graduate certificate in Applied Research in the Human 

Sciences at Iowa State University.  In addition to my educational endeavors, I have developed and applied 

my research skills attending a Wabash National Study Qualitative Methodology workshop, serving as a 

member of the Dr. Brian Burt Research Group at Iowa State University, and working on the Multifactor 

Leadership Questionnaire Project at Marquette University.  I have presented research at ILA, ALE, the 

American College Personnel Association, and the National Association of Student Personnel 

Administrators annual conferences and published in the Journal of Leadership Education, with a 

manuscript under review with the Journal of First-Year Experience and Students in Transition.  I 

received the Outstanding Innovative Practice Paper award from the Association of Leadership Educators 

and the Outstanding Graduate Student in the College of Professional Studies award from Marquette 

University.  Serving as the Chair-elect of the Leadership Scholarship MIG will provide the opportunity to 

apply my knowledge and expertise for the benefit of the MIG and ILA. 

Biography 

I am doctoral candidate and graduate assistant at Iowa State University studying Education with a 

specialization in Higher Education.  My dissertation research explores academic leadership programs 

through the lens of institutional theory, disciplines, and higher education, with interest in the emergence 

of interdisciplinary bodies of knowledge and coinciding academic programs among institutionalized 

disciplinary and higher education structures.  Additional research interests include leadership capacity 

building in women in Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) as a tool for retention 

and persistence in their majors. 

I serve as a graduate assistant for the College of Engineering and Leadership Studies Program. In my role, 

I provide leadership development opportunities for students in the College of Engineering through various 

initiatives.  I am the instructor for the engineering leadership courses, electives in the interdisciplinary 

leadership studies certificate and minor program. I advise the Emerging Leaders in Engineering student 

organization and Engineering Leaders of Tomorrow conference, and hold leadership development 

workshops and presentations for student organizations and various programs on campus. 

I received a B.S. in Secondary Education and a minor in Leadership Studies from Kansas State 

University, and a M.L.S. in Leadership Studies from Marquette University. Previously, I taught middle 

school social studies in the Kansas City area. I am a native of Kansas, having grown up and learned the 

value of leadership on my family farm in Colby. 

 

Other 

Member Years: More than 2, less than 5 

Conference Attendance: 4-6 
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Russell Robinson 

Director, Organizational Development & Leadership 

Federal Occupational Health, U.S. Department of 

Health & Human Services 

Candidate Statement 

I am deeply committed to public leadership, especially as it relates to career 

civil servants. At the ILA Brussels Conference, we were challenged to lead 

thriving and sustainable organizations in turbulent, uncertain and changing 

times.  While that may appear to be a challenge or a “wicked” problem, I believe the answers lay in the 

ability of public leaders to align academic research to practical implementation.  I believe that by 

strengthening the alignment between public leadership’s research and practice, we can spark 

conversations, innovations and ideas that will break down barriers to implementation.  My goal is to 

create the platforms and vehicles to practically implement changes based on academic research and rigor 

that will improve public leadership in their various roles.  As Public Leadership Chair- Elect, I want to 

support our Public Leadership MIG by building on opportunities for collaboration and fostering practical 

implementation of public sector research.  With the focus of the 2018 West Palm Beach conference 

focusing on “Authentic Leadership for Peace, Progress and Prosperity”, there is an opportunity to provide 

ideas that strengthen the selection and development of public leaders.   

My interest in serving in the Chair-elect role stems from a desire to deepen connections in the public 

leadership MIG, and explore the nexus of practice and academia.  Rather than take a single approach, 

flexible partnering engages a multitude of approaches.  My passion for developing public leadership for 

collaboration with multiple stakeholders enables me to bridge and span boundaries found in the 

complexity of working in the public arena.     

Background & Qualifications 

 Develops and implements a vast array of human resource development training services regarding 

public sector leadership   

 Collaborates with university academic programs to expand the prism of curriculum offered to 

students working in the public sector 

 Designs change management assessment focused on public sector successes  

 Former Board of Director Member of Lifepieces to Masterpieces (www.lifepieces.org) a 

Washington, DC area non-profit organization focusing on youth evolution and empowerment   

 Treasurer of Corporate Counsel Women of Color, an international non-profit organization 

focusing on sustaining a support network to in-house women attorneys of color and to promote 

the national and international advancement of women of color in the legal profession and 

workplace 

 

Biography 

Russell Robinson is the Director of the Behavioral Health Services’ (BHS) Organizational Development 

and Leadership (ODL) division.  BHS is part of Program Support Center’s (PSC) Federal Occupational 

http://www.lifepieces.org/
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Health, which is a division of the US Department of Health and Human Service.  The focus of his work is 

developing Human Resource Development solutions to wicked Federal government organizational 

problems.   

He is also a doctoral candidate in Human Organizational Learning in the Graduate School of Higher 

Education Development (GSEHD) at the George Washington University.  His research explores 

employee engagement and its relationships with employee voice and employee silence.  Additional 

research includes practical application of change management, leader development and women & 

leadership studies.  Additionally, Russell served on the Board of Directors of Lifepieces to Masterpieces, 

a Washington, DC after school program; and, he is the Treasurer of Corporate Counsel Women of Color. 

Russell is a graduate of American University’s Masters in Public Administration program, and received 

his Bachelor of Science degree from the University of Dayton. 

Other 

Member Years: More than 2, less than 5 

Conference Attendance: 1-3 
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Shanita Akintonde 

Professor, Communication 

Columbia College Chicago  

Candidate Statement 

Shanita Baraka Akintonde, MBA, M. Ed, DTM is a committed ILA member, 

professor, presenter and youth advocate who is sparking a revolution in 

higher education. When she left her high profile position as an advertising 

executive to become a college professor two decades ago, her close friends 

and acquaintances shook their heads in disbelief. Today they shake their 

pocketbooks to support her efforts to transition college students from the classroom to the boardroom.  

Based on extensive research of job-entry barriers for college students, Shanita discovered an unfulfilled 

niche—student voices were glaringly absent from the career decision-making processes that personally 

affected them. Thus she decided to create a student board of directors called The First-Year Advisory 

Board (FAB). In 2000, FAB was comprised of a team of four dedicated freshman students. By 2009, 

more than 5,000 students had been impacted by FAB programmatic initiatives. The most significant FAB 

undertaking was their input in regard to a nationally recognized career advice, leadership and networking 

conference called ADSTOCK, an annual, high-energy networking event for college students and recent 

graduates.  

Under her leadership FAB students raised over $75,000 in sponsorship and in-kind donations, many of 

which were turned into scholarships to fund student education. During its ten-year trajectory, ADSTOCK 

impacted over 150,000 Columbia students across the entire college. Shanita plans to parlay the skills built 

from her 20+ year experience teaching, advising and mentoring youth into her work as chair of the ILA 

Youth SIG. She will use her work as a case study for fellow colleagues who also study, research, practice, 

teach and/or develop leadership among youth.  

The tremendous success of these efforts did not go unnoticed by the top-ranked leaders on her campus, 

who, as a result of her dynamic leadership style,. She recently moderated a memorial tribute for her 

university’s recently deceased former president and she is a featured speaker on the college’s website 

where she provides student advising advice.  

This formidable trailblazer is also a recognized community builder, both in front of the platform  

• She has been tapped to serve as Mistress of Ceremonies for Columbia College Chicago’s 

Commencement Ceremonies for the past three years (2014, 2015, 2016 and is set to do so for a 

record FOURTH TIME in 2018). 

• In 2004, she ranked as one of the top three NATIONAL speakers for Monster’s Making High 

School Count program by counselors, academic advisors and students. To date, her motivational 

messages have reached over 500,000 audience members, comprised predominantly of young 

adults, across 30 states.  
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or behind it, she supports the next generation of leaders by serving as an award-winning faculty advisor 

for ROARR, a student organization she founded in 2012 to focus on female empowerment through media.  

And through her work as the Chief Visionary Officer of Creative Notions Group, a marketing and 

educational consulting company. In this role, Shanita travels across the country motivating students on 

the topics of leadership, success principles, career transition, and work/life balance, topics she also writes 

about at great length.  

In short, if her expertise, fundamental talent and willingness to work as a collaborative Youth Leadership 

SIG chair don’t boil you over, then her winning personality, humility and Go Big or Go Home spirit, 

should definitely seal the deal. Here’s hoping you agree. 

Background & Qualifications 

Curriculum Committee, Communication Department, 2017 Crafted and edited course proposal for 

advertising, PR, journalism and radio courses. 

Advertising Program Director, 2011-13 

Marketing Communication Department (MCDE) Curriculum Committee, 2011-13 

Creator and Producer, ADSTOCK signature event, 1999-2009 

Founder, First-Year Student Advisory Board, 1999-2009 

Faculty Advisor, Columbia College Marketing Association,1999-2009 

Creator, FABULOUS SPEAKERS SERIES 

Director, First-Year Marketing Communication Student Initiative, 2001-2010 

Contributor, Marketing Communication Department, SelfAssessment, 2006 

Member, PR Studies Program Director Search Committee, 2005-2006 

Biography 

Shanita Baraka Akintonde, MBA, M.Ed., DTM is an award-winning professor, author and firecracker 

communicator propelled by love. Born in Stuttgart, West Germany and raised on the South Side of 

Chicago, Shanita draws on her experience in the fields of education, business, leadership and media when 

engaging audiences around the globe. When not managing her role as a faculty member and 

administrative leader at Columbia College Chicago where she has taught for the past 18 years, Shanita 

loves three things: 1) Books 2)Bracelets and 3) Brunch with the girls!! Since graduating from high school 

at 16, this first-generation college graduate has earned three college degrees, with a fourth on the way. 

She tells her story of turning challenges into triumphs around the globe as a professional speaker, 

business consultant and an author (she is currently working on her second book). A servant leader who 

donates her time, talent and 'tithes' to numeorus philanthropic organizations, Shanita is often recognized 

by her professional peers and civic-minded colleagues. and has been named as a 2017 Women in 

Excellence honoree by The Chicago Defender. Other recent honors include Excellence in Education, 

National Council of Negro Women(2016); #RedefinePossible Women’s Leadership Award, The Chicago 

Sky WNBA Team (2016); and Woman of The Year, Metropolitan Club Chicago (2014). She and her 

husband and college sweetheart Jimmy, president/CEO of UJAMAA Construction, Inc. recently 

celebrated 20 years of marriage. They are the proud parents of two sons, Jimi, 21, an engineering student 

former captain of the Whitney Young High School championship chess team and Anthony, 17, a pre-
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engineering student at Jones College Prep high school. She credits her sons with keeping her abreast of 

issues of importance to young adults. 

Other 

Member Years: More than 5, less than 10 

Conference Attendance: 4-6 
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Anahita Mahmoudi 

Management Consultant, Delivery 

Sogeti UK 

Candidate Statement 

The 21st century is one of challenges and change. Cultural norms, 

technological advances, economic variabilities, social systems, and even our 

human consciousness are all transforming at an alarming and often 

unpredictable rate. As the century progresses and further evolution occurs, 

it’s clear that we not only need leaders that can guide us through existing problems, but ones that can 

build a path for the future. Whilst our future direction should use our past experiences as foundations, it 

should also be shaped by the hands of our younger generation; those who have grown up in our fast-

changing world and will inherit the future, will expect a new course.  

My focus for the past two years has been on understanding and investigating why and how the new, 

younger generations can lead the transition from the present to the future world. I believe the new 

leadership approaches and actions should stem from the transformation in human consciousness, culture, 

and social systems over the last few decades. While extraordinary transformation is occurring around the 
world, I feel it’s very important to use the wisdom of the past, and connect this to our younger 

generations to examine a new theories and practices.  

My vision is to encourage employees and members of society to step away from existing rules and 

definitions of what is right or wrong; to have the freedom to guide our communities, societies, economies, 

governments, organisations, and indeed humanity itself into the 21st Century – and beyond. 

I am interested in becoming an active member of MIG because I feel communities such as MIG can 

create opportunity for such transformations happen and we can create a platform that can help nourishing 

ideas, movements or projects that aim to make a difference in our society.  

I believe there are many ways to improve and enhance the Youth Leadership MIG. I understand that one 

of the top priorities of youth leadership MIG is to increase membership and I would like to share some 

suggestions for this agenda; 

 Raising awareness on this topic by hosting webinars/seminars on the new ideas of leadership 

 Introducing youth leadership topic into corporates environments   

 Promoting projects and initiatives that are led by young leader to inspire more young joiners 

I am also aware that one of the current priorities for Youth GIM is showcase high-impact work of youth 

leadership scholars, practitioners and organizations. My suggestion for this agenda are; 

 Launching a Youth Leadership e-magazine using ILA’s published paper on youth leadership 

topics 

 Hosting a discussion panel with the pioneering and young leaders at ILA Annual Global 

Conferences 
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Some examples of suggested topics (for webinar or panel) are listed below; 

 Leadership for transformation  

 Facing the darkness & challenges 

 Building leadership bridges 

 Developing unity without eroding diversity  

 Letting go of the past to meet the future  

I can support Youth Leadership MIG by  

 Hosting and leading a webinar 

 Speaking in a webinar 

 Facilitating discussion panel in ILA conferences 

 Shaping the annual strategy and plan of the community  

It would be a great pleasure to be part of MIG community. Thank you for your consideration, please don’t 

hesitate to contact me if you require any further information.  

Background & Qualifications 

I work as a management consultant at Capgemini, a management consultancy firm in London, with 

energy and drive for creating outstanding performance. I have a thorough understanding of the software 

development lifecycle and related technologies required to respond to customers’ needs. I am an 

experienced project manager, scrum master, team leader, professional coach and creative team player 

with excellent communication skills that enable me to empower teams with integrity and communicate 

diplomatically at all levels.  

Alongside my role, I chair at ‘Meet The Future’, a youth leadership initiative which is a calling for young 

employees from different backgrounds and roles to get involved in the company’s mission, explore new 

opportunities, learn from each other and introduce a new idea of leadership. I also promote cultural 

transformation using modern training and coaching methods. I deliver workshops to equip and lead 

classified staff to become educated, ethical, and aware of their full potential to embrace change in the 

workplace. 

My first paper which was based on my experience on running this initiative was published and presented 

at the International Leadership Association's 19th annual global conference, Leadership in Turbulent 

Times. 

Moreover, as a fellow member, I support a youth leadership program at St Ethelburga’s centre for 

Reconciliation and Peace which offer young people an opportunity to explore alternative solutions to 

global issues, engage their own faith community and grow resilience and leadership skills for turbulent 

times. We believe young people have the energy and vision to make a difference. 

I am qualified with  

 BSC (Hons) in computer science, a MSc in advanced methods in computer science 

 Coaching certificate from the University of Cambridge.  

 Professional certificates including Scrum Master, ISEB, TOGAF, MCITP and MCSA  
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Biography  

Anahita is a management consultant and professional coach who dedicates her time to helping 

individuals, teams and organisations to become educated, ethical, and aware of their full potential to 

embrace change in the workplace and in life. She discovered leadership at an early stage in her career, 

when she began to run a youth leadership programme which later on inspired her to start her coaching 

career as a young professional. Anahita has witnessed intense transformation in all areas of her life and in 

those whom she has coached. Her focus now lies in leadership and transformation coaching; she has been 

involved in The Queen’s Young Leaders Programme, helping exceptional young people who want to 

transform lives and she is currently involved in supporting a youth leadership program at St.Ethelburga 

Reconciliation for Peace. Her ethos and approach considers the potential of the younger generations as 

they lead us in the transition from the present time to a new future world. 

Alongside of her career journey, she is committed to help children in need. Her recent project (Change the 

Future) is to design a digital education solution for war-torn and refugee children and provide them with 

basic education that are vital for their emotional and intellectual development. She has recently published 

a children story book “Fly Through Sky” – which invites children from different age groups and from all 

backgrounds to use their imagination to go beyond the limitations of the mind, and to trust the magical 

and miraculous; connecting with their true selves, as children of hope, as they grow up through this 

turbulent time.  Outside work, she is either on the dance floor, following her passion for Latin dance, on 

adventure to discover new places or on the Yoga matt, bringing balance to her mind and body. 

Other 

Member Years: 0-2 

Conference Attendance: 1-3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


